Sunday Mass Times
Enstone
9.00am
Charlbury
11.00am

Advent Carols:
Sunday 4th December, 3pm, St.Teresa’s
Penitential Service with Visiting Priests:
Monday 19th December, 7.30pm, St.Teresa’s
Christmas Eve:
Mass of Christmas Eve – 8.00am St.Teresa’s
Mass of Christmas Night with Lessons and
Carols - 8.00pm, St.Teresa’s
Christmas Day:
The Mass of Dawn - 9.00am St.Kenelm’s
The Mass of the Day - 11.00am St Teresa’s
St Steven’s Day: Mass 10.30am St Teresa’s
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FROM FR. ALDO
The Season of Advent is almost upon us and during the four weeks of
its time we celebrate the two comings of the Lord. The first, as we
know, when in lowliness and in the fulness of time the Lord took flesh of
the Blessed Virgin Mary and became man so that entering into the world
he might be the Saviour of the human race. In his second coming he
will come in glory at the end of time to “judge the living and the dead”
and to lead the just into the house of his Father. In its symbolism the
Church stresses the penitential and preparatory nature of Advent, its
title coming from the Latin meaning 'to come to', by using the colour
purple for its vestments and omitting the 'Gloria' from its Liturgy. In the
Sanctuary we always have the Advent Wreath and we see the weeks
passing as a new candle is lit every Sunday. With the exception of the
three purple candles, symbolising not only the first, second and fourth
week but also the penitential nature of the season there is the pink or
rose coloured candle which is designed to encourage us to continue our
prayer and fasting, because we can see that Advent is more than
halfway over. This candle harmonises with the rose-coloured vestments
of the priest. There is a white candle which stands in the centre of the
wreath and this represents the great feast of Christmas that we are
preparing for and moving towards.
There can be no doubt that we can better enjoy the season of
Christmas from Christmas Day to the Baptism of the Lord which ends
the Christmas Season, if we revive Advent as a period of preparation.
We can fittingly do this by abstaining from meat on Fridays, not eating
at all between meals and not eating those foods which are usually
associated with Christmas. In so doing we can reinstate the Advent fast.
It need not be the same as the Lenten fast but a little restraint is
appropriate. As well as the Advent Wreath in Church one could make
one for your home especially where there are children. Lighting the
candle before the family evening meal and incorporating a prayer into
the Grace before that meal can involve participation by the children.
Holding off on putting up the Christmas tree and other decorations is
another way to remind ourselves that the feast is not yet here.
Traditionally, such decorations were put up on Christmas Eve and left
until the Epiphany (the twelve days of Christmas) or the Baptism of the
Lord, which ends the Christmas Season, in order to celebrate it to its
fullest.
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There are many other things that could be done but perhaps a
consideration of what has been said could be helpful so that we are able
to refrain from going along with what the world is doing and celebrating
the event even before we have begun to prepare for it!

Fr. Aldo

WELCOMING THE STRANGER – SYRIAN FAMILIES IN WITNEY
St Teresa’s parish has fund raised a wonderful sum for the Syrian
families who have been resettled in Witney – £690.These funds will be
converted into vouchers and given equally (£115) to each family to
spend on food and homewares at Sainsbury’s and Argos in whatever
way they like.
In December 2015, two families arrived in Witney, in July 2016 four
more families arrived. And that is the total allocation for West
Oxfordshire. These six families have been selected for different reasons,
some for health reasons (child requiring heart surgery or disabled),
some families very close to the war zone, etc.
Most of the families have young children who are now enrolled in
Witney schools: Queen Emma’s Primary, Wood Green Secondary and
those requiring special care are at Springfield school. A few are of preschool age and are waiting for places.
The aim is that these families will receive council support over a period
of five years to learn English, find accommodation, health care and
schooling for their children, work opportunities and integrate into the
community. There is a special budget allocated for this purpose. After
that period they will be “off the books” in the sense that any financial
contribution and extraordinary benefits from the local council will cease.
The families have been granted the right to live and work in this country
by the Home Office with all entitlements attached to these rights. They
are being welcomed and supported in very practical ways by churches in
Witney and various local organisations like ASYLUM WELCOME, CRAG
(Charlbury Refugee Action Group) and CTC (Churches Together in
Charlbury). Volunteer language teachers are helping the adults to learn
English. Our own Clive Dytor has also been contributing his mediating
skills as a proficient Arab speaker.
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Coming up to Christmas, our parish’s gift of vouchers is sure to be a
welcome contribution to these families surrounding them with some
material comforts along with our continued thoughts and prayers as
they begin their new lives.
I am grateful to all who donated to this most worthy cause. I extend my
personal thanks to you and wish you every blessing in this Christmas
season.
Madeleine Wheare

STUDYING LAUDATO SI
The Pope’s Encyclical takes its name from the starting verse of the
Canticle of the Creatures by St Francis of Assisi: ’Praise be!’ It is a call
to everyone on the planet to take on the threat of global warming. He
uses the words of Saint Francis to remind us that the Earth, our
common home, “is like a sister with whom we share our life and a
beautiful mother who opens her arms to embrace us”.
Our study group is using a Study and Action Guide published by the
Columban Fathers, and besides offering a solid framework for
discussion, it always includes recommendations for action. These go
right down to simple actions at the personal level: the action our group
took on after studying Chapter 1 of Laudato Si was to evaluate our
water footprints at www.watercalculator.org, and look at ways of living
gently on earth at
www.greenchristian.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/leaflet/nine-ways.pdf.
You can do it yourself to find out how practical its approach is.
I find that it refreshing to take on a challenge to my behaviour which
comes out of the left field from our Pope, and approach a modern
problem both from a scientific and a Christian viewpoint. Laudato Si
talks about three crucial relationships: with oneself, with other human
beings, and with creation. To deepen a concern for creation is new
ground for me, and probably for others, and I am sure that action is
very urgent.
Our Study & Action guide’s brief summary states: ‘In six chapters, Pope
Francis teaches that science is the best tool by which we can listen to
the cry of the Earth. Our faith and Church teaching call us to right
relationships and dialogue, particularly between politics and economy,
and between religion and science, as they pertain to the care of our
common home.’
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You are invited to join us, for supper if you can, for reading, talk and
prayer. The next meeting will be on Thursday 8 December at Anne &
Peter Clifton’s home, Sothams Farmhouse, Pond Hill Stonesfield OX29 8PZ
at 6pm (supper) and discussion (7.30pm). Telephone 01993 891956 for
details.
Peter Clifton

WORLD YOUTH DAY - KRAKOW
This summer, I had the privilege of joining the Birmingham Catholic Youth
Service on their pilgrimage to Krakow for World Youth Day (WYD) 2016
and it was such a wonderful experience.
I attended a few of the preparation meetings beforehand, to meet some of
the young people I would be exploring the Catholic faith with, and this
alone was lovely, as I was becoming a part of a new community and they
were all so nice!
The first week (of two) in Poland was spent in Warsaw. I was paired with
a new friend of mine and we stayed with a lovely Polish lady and her son
in Łomianki. It was an act of beautiful generosity on their part, to take
myself and my friend into their home for the week, and the homemade
banana bread will remain in my heart for years to come…
During this first week, we were completing our mission tasks to help within
the local community. I was part of the group volunteering within a local
children’s hospital. We played with the children (I recall a particularly tiring
game of balloon volleyball…), did some art and crafts, and played some
language-based games. The children were brilliant and they seemed to
have a great time, especially at the party we put on for them towards the
end of the visit. During the last few days, my group also went to help out
at an adult’s care home in Sadowa, where a sensory garden was being put
together. It felt good to be doing some manual labour, and the end result
was something to be proud of!
We also celebrated the first Mass held in Łomianki’s new Catholic Church,
with a newly ordained priest from Birmingham who was accompanying us
on the trip. It was a lovely mass!
The second week is where the World Youth Day events came into the
picture. We travelled from Warsaw to Krakow, first stopping at the
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birthplace of St. Pope John Paul II, and then we visited the Auschwitz
concentration camp. I will never forget that visit, and I hope and pray
that the world is becoming a place where such horror can never again
take place.
We stayed in a youth hostel in Krakow, and I was delighted to be
staying with two girls who I became really good friends with over the
two weeks. This week, we had catechesis sessions every morning in a
nearby church, which involved talks from three different bishops, as well
as testimonies from members of the youth group. These talks were
incredibly interesting and gave me lots to be thinking about throughout
each day!

We were given a few opportunities to explore the centre of Krakow, and
it really is a wonderful place. However, I can’t help but feel that the
experience I had was every so slightly different to “everyday” Krakow,
as all around were the brightly coloured WYD backpacks we were all
given upon arrival, and the place was constantly buzzing!
The first event in Błonia Park was… damp! But it was our first chance to
see Pope Francis, and as soon as he arrived, the sun started to shine!
We celebrated Mass, and it was at this point that I realised the massive
scale of the event. The park was full of young people from all over the
world waving their national flags; it was beautiful!
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During this week, we also had the chance to explore the Divine Mercy
Sanctuary, St Faustina’s Convent and the Museum of Priest Jerzy
Popiełuszko. The story of Father Jerzy really stuck with me, and I would
recommend that those who aren’t familiar with it have a little look…
Then came a pretty spectacular part of the trip - the overnight vigil in
Brzegi, at the ‘Campus Misericordiae’. Getting there was tiring work… We
were already worn out from the previous week, and now we had to walk a
fair distance in the boiling hot sun… However, we got through it and
settled into our section of the park. The park itself stretched out further
than the eye could see; it was unbelievable! The vigil was beautiful, and
being in a park full of sleeping Catholics will stick with me as a fairly
surreal moment! And I remain grateful for the fact that the rain lessened
for our night under the stars…
We then celebrated the final Mass within the event, after which the host
country for WYD 2019 was announced; it’s going to be in Panama!
I came home an exhausted pilgrim, but it was an experience I am so glad
I had the chance to have; Poland is a fascinating country, and I hope to
return someday. I am thankful for all the wonderful people I met, and
World Youth Day is something which deepened my faith in such a powerful
way. I recommend it to any young people who get the chance.

Zoe Foster

PARISH BARBECUE 2016

For more photos of the barbecue, and also the latest bulletins, forthcoming event
details, charity links, past magazines and more, visit the parish website at:
stteresaschurch-charlbury.com
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CHRISTMAS
Tonight, no bitter wind makes moan or sigh;
The moon’s serene; stars silent, fill the sky;
The winter tress in beauty so austere,
Seem listening, like all earth, good news to hear.
Sweet news of peace, that gentles every heart;
Makes sinners grieve, and eases sorrow’s smart;
Soothes sickness’ pain, and comforts those that mourn;
For ‘tis the news that tells us Christ is born.
The light of peace illumes the humble shed,
When infant Christ low lays His kingly head.
And all around are symbols of His peace:
The meek-eyed ox; the lamb with snow-white fleece;
The quiet patient ass; the shepherds mild;
St. Joseph, gentle guard of Holy Child.
While Mary, ever dove-like and benign,
Bends brooding, o’er her baby son divine.
O Son of God! Stretch forth Thy little hands,
And shed Thy blessing over tortured lands;
That wars, and their attendant ills, may cease,
And with Thy healing touch give them Thy peace.
C. G. Bolongaro
(Contributed by Peter Bolongaro,
C.G.Bolongaro was his aunt)

Picture by Max Foster
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We celebrate the feast of “All Souls” at the beginning of November to pray
for the faithful departed. Cardinal Hume in one of his sermons tells us –
“The Feast of All Souls in a marvellous way affects all our families. Those persons who
through the fidelity of their lives living out their state of life responding to their vocation,
are now receiving their reward, anonymous saints but nonetheless saints. They become
holy in no dramatic manner, by no great deeds of heroism, but using the ordinary things
of everyday life – at home, at work, at recreation, striving in every action they did, in
every attitude which they had, to do the will of God. Because holiness consists in
learning to turn the ordinary humdrum things of life into acts of love; the will of God
done and loved in every day acts in what we do, in what we suffer. The formula is
tolerably easy to understand but the doing of it remarkably difficult. It is a life’s work to
learn to live in conformity with the will of God. What is the secret of knowing the will of
God? How do we receive the strength to do it? It comes from a life of prayer because it
is in prayer and through prayer that we become attuned, as it were, to the things of God
and when so attuned have the instinct of what it is that pleases God and the courage to
carry it out.
One day we shall be “All Saints” and those who come after us will be, please God,
celebrating this feast and remembering you and me, anonymous and unknown, but
precious in the eyes of God.”

I find this a comforting thought that people remember and pray for the
Holy Souls, I was taught to say extra prayers for those who had no one to
pray for them.
Hilda Joy Jones
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AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED
2016
Fundraising in 2016 was rather frustrating as the various plans I had for talks
and maybe another festive meal were thwarted when others in Charlbury had
the same idea. However, our coach visit to the Anglo-Saxons church in
Deerhurst was enjoyable and raised £332. This together with our Xmas card
sales will generate if not quite as much as 2015 (£2112), I hope enough to
make a difference.
2017
SATURDAY 15 JULY 2017: Coach visit to Winchester and Winchester
Cathedral. Winchester is the ancient capital of the Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of
Wessex and at one time had three cathedrals. For our visit we’ll visit the latest
(the Norman), stroll round the site of the convent that Alfred established, visit
their small but excellent museum and have time for a wander thought the
medieval streets. Winchester is an easy coach ride away (at just over an hour).
The cost would be in the region of £30; this would include – coach, donation to
ACN and a guides tour/commentary by Suze. People can either bring a picnic or
have lunch in one of the many cafes/restaurants in the City.
SAVE THE DAY.
Many thanks to everyone who supports ACN with prayers, donations and the
gift of your time.
Suze Mathews
ACN Parish Representative

DEERHURST
2016
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MY FATHER’S AMAZING EXPERIENCE AT THE BATTLE OF
THE SOMME - JULY 1916
Alan Bennett Frost, my Father, was a teenager in Birmingham. Like many
others, he joined the Pals Battalion. They were sent to the front line at the
Somme and waited in the trenches for the command to proceed. When
whistles blew they scrambled up ladders to go towards the enemy’s Front
Line. Immediately, there was a massive explosion nearby! The first soldier
out was killed and several behind him had massive injuries. My Father
suffered considerable damage to his elbow and right arm. Behind him, the
last man out of their trench was unhurt.
My Father was taken to a French Hospital where his elbow underwent
considerable rebuilding. His arm also underwent several operations. Whilst in
hospital he was persuaded to try to write with his left hand.
After a considerable period of recuperation, my Father joined his elder
brother in a business they developed right next door to St. Chad’s Cathedral,
Birmingham. By now, he had some success in trying to write with his right
hand. However, it was questionable which hand produced the most readable
result!
Paula Biggs

PREPARING FOR A JOURNEY – REFLECTION ON THE
YEAR OF MERCY
In December last year I picked up a leaflet,”Preparing for the journey”,
“some central teaching (from His holiness Pope Francis) for the Year of
Mercy.” I have been grateful for it. The content was much broader than I had
expected and two of a list of ten suggestions from the Holy Father seemed
particularly thought provoking.
For example, the sixth suggestion was to think of Jesus’s meal with the
Apostle Matthew and the other tax collectors and sinners, and he quoted Our
Lord's rebuke to the Pharisees: “Go and learn the meaning of :"I desire
mercy and not sacrifice.” “
Also, the eighth suggestion asked us to “Look at other faiths too” and
reminded us that the characteristics which Islam attributes to the Creator are
“merciful and kind”.
The World has never before seemed so divided and there is so much
suffering, hostility and violence. The Year of Mercy is about to come to an
end, but Pope Francis’s words are still relevant and our need to work
together even stronger.
Louise Littledale
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CATHOLIC ENGLAND’S GREAT ARTISTIC SECRET:
MEDIEVAL EMBROIDERY
Catholic England’s great artistic secret: medieval embroidery
A current exhibition at the Victoria & Albert Museum features n Oxfordshire
survival of Catholic England in an extraordinary display of the artistic skills
suppressed in this country during the Reformation.
Throughout medieval times, Europe’s popes, cardinals and monarchs
commissioned English embroidery – known internationally as Opus
Anglicanum –for many luxury garments, especially those used in church.
The only substantial example to survive the Reformation in an ordinary
English parish was an early 14th
century cope at nearby Steeple
Aston, which seems to have been
turned into an altar frontal while
iconoclasts were burning vestments.
It includes the sample opposite: the
earliest known English depiction of a
lute.
In the mid-19th century Britain finally
re-discovered its pre-Reformation art
and architecture. The newly founded
V&A started collecting every
remaining scrap of Opus Anglicanum,
though the most spectacular
examples remained scattered round museums all over Europe, from
Iceland to Greece.
It’s over half a century since the last serious
exhibition of the craft. Now Opus
Anglicanum: Masterpieces of English Medieval
Embroidery (till February 5) uses modern
technology and conservation techniques to
display much of the V&A’s collection, as well
as some fabulous borrowings, in a way it’s
probably not been seen for over 500 years.
To see our local cope digitally reconstructed,
for example, you need only go to the V&A’s
website (https://www.vam.ac.uk/articles/thesteeple-aston-cope)
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There’s far more in the flesh at the exhibition. Sadly, many of the very
finest examples are now just too fragile to transport. But the sumptuously
illustrated catalogue demonstrates how stunning examples crop up in
almost every ecclesiastical treasury on the Continent. Though a steep £40
on Amazon Prime, it would certainly top any list of Christmas presents I’d
hint at if I hadn’t succumbed to temptation and bought it for £35 at the
exhibition.
Adult tickets for the exhibition start at £5 for over 60s with the Art Card.
Mike Flanagan
PARISH PILGRIMAGE 2017
THE BASILICA OF OUR LADY OF WALSINGHAM
THE CATHOLIC NATIONAL SHRINE OF OUR LADY IN ENGLAND

SUNDAY 12 February (after Mass) a short video (20 minutes) about THE
BASILICA OF OUR LADY OF WALSINGHAM and our finalised pilgrimage
programme. Q&A about the pilgrimage, registration forms available to book your
place.
SATURDAY MAY 13 2017: OUR PARISH PILGRIMAGE
PROGRAMME: The plan is for us to visit the Shrine in one day (to keep the
costs down), so an early start (about 7.30am from Charlbury and a late return –
about 8pm (with essential stops on the journey). We aim to get to the Shrine in
time for the Angelus followed by Holy Mass at midday. There is Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament at 3pm. We will need to leave by about 4pm to get us back
to Charlbury by about 8pm. (All this is based on this year’s Walsingham
programme, so may change slightly).
COSTS: If we get 20 people, the coach (with a lavatory on board) + tip for the
driver will be £30 per person (plus your lunch or bring a picnic). It’s usual to
make a donation to the Shrine one way or another(votive candles or the shop).
SUZE MATHEWS
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PARISH COUNCIL NEWS
The Pastoral Council meets 4 times a year and the next meeting will be
held Monday 23rd January 2016 at Lynden Cottage, Dyers Hill, Charlbury the home of the Chairman.
All parishioners are invited to attend and raise any items of concern, as
indeed they are welcome to contact the Chairman at any time:- Madeleine
Wheare mad@wheare.org, 01608 810092 or 07811 496 102
THE YEAR 2016
An ongoing large project: Renovating the Parish Room / store room on
Sheep Street now renamed THE BULBECK ROOM.
Clive Dytor is Project manager of this refurbishment. He is in consultation
with the Diocese and various granting bodies. The building is listed and we
cannot ignore it, so we need to maximise its use and appearance with
judicious use of funds.
The year saw a number of valuable social events which were well
attended.
Father Aldo’s 40th Anniversary of Ordination party at The Memorial
Hall on 19 June which was attended by over 100 guests, many from his
former parishes. Parishioners prepared food and decorated the Hall,
served the drinks and generally made themselves invaluable in making the
day a memorable one*
The Annual Parish Barbecue in July was once again a great family day
and huge thanks to Alison Offer for organising this day so ably. There was
a small profit of £138 which will go towards the Bulbeck Room renovation.
Our second Coffee Morning of the year was held in October to replace
the Bazaar. It raised £244. Many thanks to organiser Alison Offer and her
band of helpers. All proceeds go to the Bulbeck Room renovation.
A new Votive Candle Stand has been in place since July and it is
working well. Suggested donation for candles – 20p.
DATES FOR THE DIARY 2016-2017
Oct to April
– DEANERY visitation – St Teresa’s will be visited in March 2016
Photos of Fr.Aldo’s celebration can be seen on the parish website:
https://stteresaschurch-charlbury.com/gallery/
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St Teresa's is a Fairtrade Parish
The TRAIDCRAFT stall at St Teresa's is set up outside the church on the
terrace, from April to October. This year parishioners gave generous
support to producers in the developing world by buying £100 worth of
TRAIDCRAFT goods through the parish stall.
Madeleine Wheare would like to thank all her patrons for their humorous
support and genuine interest in the range of Fairtrade products. And she
would particularly like to thank Hannah Lewis who manned the stall when
Madeleine was away! Thanks to her we managed to cover most "dry"
Sundays. A big thanks too to Isabel Turner who helped run the stall on
several occasions. A great new addition to the “shop”.
Traditionally, the FT stall is closed for the winter and will reopen after
Easter when the clement weather returns.
A TRAIDCRAFT Christmas catalogue can be obtained by contacting
Madeleine on 01608 810092 or mad@wheare.org. Alternatively, orders can
be handled with TRAIDCRAFT direct by using their website:
www.traidcraftshop.co.uk
The Nothing People
They do not lie;
They just neglect to tell the truth.
They do not take
They simply cannot bring
themselves to give.
They do not steal;
They scavenge.
They will not rock the boat;
But did you ever see them pull an
oar!
They will not pull you down;
They will simply let you pull them up
and let that pull you down.
They do not hurt you;
They merely will not help you.
They do not hate you;
They merely cannot love you.
They do not burn you;
They just fiddle while you burn.
They are the nothing people:

the sins-of-omission people
the neither-good-nor-bad
and-therefore-worse.
Because the good, at least keep
busy trying
and the bad try just as hard.
Both have that character
that comes from caring, action and
conviction.
So give me every time an honest
sinner, or even a saint.
But God spare me from the nothing
people.

Contributed by Sheila Peacock –
“I found this when I was involved in
Confirmation classes back in London. I
did it for ten years and this piece I

used often!”
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MINCE PIES
It’s time to make the Christmas Cake and count how many mince pies to
make, but do you know why mince pies are round? Well, during the
time of Oliver Cromwell or “Grumpy Nolly” as he was known in the
North East, he banned any celebrations at Christmas as “drunken
jollification and debauchery”. He was probably right on the first two. In
winter most people struggled through on short rations and looked
forward to the Christmas period as a time of rest and celebration. Apart
from feeding cattle there wasn’t much else farm labourers could do but
mend tackle and keep warn. Some would go out carol singing to get a
few pence for beer, and a bit of money to buy raisins, currents etc.
The original “Christmas Pie”, large or small, was made in a tin with
sloping sides. In top was put a model “baby jesus” in pastry. Some of
the big pies put a star as well. Oliver Cromwell banned these and sent
soldiers out to arreat and fine anyone making this “idolatory pie”. The
people, however, just made it into a round pie and he could not have
everyone arrested for making a pie! So we have round mince pies. In
the north, however, many continued with the small “manger pies”. My
Granny’s family was one, and I still have her little manger pie dish and I
make some at Christmas for friends.
Hilda Joy Jones

NEW BOOK BOX
St Teresa’s now has a book box at the back of church. It is full of
religious and spiritual reading matter and anyone can add or borrow or
buy any of the items. The idea is to share the valuable knowledge and
writings of our Catholic Faith.
Some people may want to contribute their old copies of The Tablet as
well. I know there is some interest in that. Please feel free to rummage
and find some inspirational reading.
If you do want to buy a book, the cost is 50p (regardless of the size)
and please put your coins in the postcards tin.
Madeleine Wheare
St.Teresa’s Network is our local parish e-mail group that is used for
sharing information about parish events. You can join by sending an e-mail
with the subject “subscribe” to
stteresasnetwork-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
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THE DIOCESAN JUSTICE AND PEACE COMMISSION:
REPORT OF THE ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
I attended the recent Justice and Peace Assembly in Solihull, themed this
year ‘In response to ‘Laudato Si’. I attended a workshop on how to become a
LiveSimply parish. I will share some of the ideas and resources from it over
the next months.
Copied below is the report from the recent J&P Newsletter on the day :
“It was great to have Archbishop Bernard with us for the whole day, starting with his
truly inspirational opening prayer and faith reflection on the crucial role played by
justice and peace organisations in this ever changing world in which we live, through
to closing the event with a motivational and spiritually-uplifting prayer as part of a
Liturgy lead by the CAFOD team who attended the 2015 COP21 Climate Change
Conference in Paris. He also took an active part in the group activities and
participated in the panel to answer questions.
The keynote speaker, Ellen Teague from the Columbian Justice, Peace and Integrity
of Creation team in the UK, described so fully, not only the urgent situation which we
are faced with through climate change, but the extensive role played by a variety of
Columban groups and individuals throughout the world and their achievements in
highlighting and promoting alternative forms of energy production to combat the dire
effects of uncontrolled changes in the world’s climate.
Our CAFOD Paris team expanded on Ellen Teague’s address with a local context
relating directly to our Diocese, describing their visit to Paris at the end of the
Climate Change conference and explained the nature of the Agreement reached. The
team had a vision that the Catholic Church in England and Wales should become the
acknowledged leader and example in advocating and adopting a much simpler
lifestyle; in particular, they challenged every Parish in the Diocese to become a
LiveSimply Parish within the next five years and finished with the words “if we can
do the most we can we will have totally responded to Laudato Si’”
Eight discussion groups explored in depth the morning presentations whilst afternoon
workshops provided a selection of topics under the overall justice and peace umbrella
offered by Caritas AoB, Brushstrokes,
Justice for Palestine, Austin Smith House, CAFOD and Leamington Catholic Parish.
The content of the contributions is available to view on our website:
www.birminghamjandp.org.uk/annualassemblies. Information about becoming a
LiveSimply Parish can be obtained from the Birmingham CAFOD Office at
birmingham@cafod.org.uk”
Clare Carswell

The right-way-round advent calendar – supporting the North
Oxfordshire Foodbank
There has been an idea circulating on facebook – a reverse advent calendar.
The idea is that every day throughout Advent, instead of opening a door on an
advent calendar and receiving a chocolate or other treat, a family puts an item
of food aside in a box for the poor. Then once a week the box can be given to
someone in need or donated to a community food bank.
Advent calendars are a relatively new tradition. They started in Germany in the
late nineteenth century, and have gradually become more popular. There has
been a gradual move towards ever
more generous advent calendars –
with the pictures becoming
chocolates, and the chocolates
becoming other treats. This seems
to be a mirror image how Advent
should be. Perhaps, instead of
receiving a treat every day in
Advent, a right-way-round Advent
Calendar would encourage us to give
to strangers.
There are many ways you could do
this, but if you wish to donate to the
North Oxfordshire Food Bank, there
is a crate at the back of St.Teresa’s
for donations. They are always
looking for items of food with a shelf
life of at least six months.
Thank you to everyone who contributed articles to this 13th edition of the
St.Teresa’s magazine. We hope to distribute the next issue during the
Easter season. If you have anything that you would like to contribute,
please contact Alison Offer (alison@wychwoodtigger.com)
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